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A flower, The smell of death, The usual begging, More cops, And a wedding

Do you know what this flower is?
(Trust me, I’m going somewhere with this…)

That is the “Amorphophallus Titanum” or “Titan Arum” and it grows up to 20-feet tall. But
it’s more commonly known here in the U.S. as the “corpse flower”. It only blooms once
every 10 years and it smells like a rotting cadaver. In Pittsburgh, we have one at the
Phipps Conservatory. When it bloomed in 2013, thousands of people stood in line to see
& smell this thing. People were all over the news saying that they waited a decade to
smell this funk. They wouldn’t have missed it for anything.

So here’s my question (don’t get a head of me)… if the smell of decomposing flesh is
alluring enough to get people rushing to see something because it only happens once a
decade, shouldn’t a kick-ass party on a kick-ass boat with a bunch of kick-ass friends from
back in the day be a much more compelling reason to go out on the town? We don’t even
smell like a crime scene! We’re way better than some flower!
On Monday, I sent out an email saying that we needed people to confirm their attendance at the 20-year reunion so
that we can figure out the per-person cost breakdown. We actually need to know that we have enough people FULLY
committed before we sign a contract with the Gateway Clipper. And the longer we wait, the more risky it is that we
might lose our target date of September 17th. Since Monday, we’ve gotten a really good response (the past 2 days have
been phenomenal). As of this moment, we have 85 confirmed people (classmates + guests). But we’d like to get the
rest of our classmates too. The total cost of the event is a pre-determined value regardless of how many people we
have. The more people we have, the more ways we split that bill, and the less it is per person.

NOTE: The target date of 9/17/2016 is subject to change, but we have plenty of momentum built up around that date so
it will probably be that day. Yes I know… we all thought it would be a little earlier. But we looked at the calendar and
took into consideration all of the scheduling conflicts that we were aware of at the time. Trying to juggle the schedules
of so many people is a rather daunting task. We’re doing our best. July and August are completely shot because of
vacations, etc.

So here’s the deal…

I’m hoping to get 96 people committed to attending and confirmed. If you can help us get there, somebody is going to
win a free ticket to the reunion! And the reunion planning committee is exempt from the competition, so your odds of
winning are even higher. Help us push attendance to 96 or higher (classmates plus guests) and you’ll automatically be
entered in a drawing to have your reunion fee paid in full! And if you act now, I’ll throw in a complimentary gift that’s so
special, we can’t even mention it here. Operators are standing by! :)
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Yes, I know… A lot of you have already confirmed your RSVP. But what
about your friends? I can tell you this: we (the planners) have been
bugging the hell out of them from every angle (email, text, Facebook, etc.)
and they are sick of hearing from us. But just like back then, peer pressure
is a beautiful thing. People are hesitant to commit to something like this
until they know that their friends are going. So let them know that you
plan to go and that you really want them there too.
RSVP online or simply respond to this email. All we need to know is that
you’re attending and how many people are in your party.
www.ea1996.com/surveys.aspx?surveyid=7

“Well, My Vote Didn’t Win, So I’m Not Going!”

Is this you? Are you upset that the location that you voted for isn’t the one that won? And are you so dedicated to that
location (or so opposed to the Gateway Clipper) that you’re saying “f**k it, I’m out!”? If I just described you, then I have
to ask: To you, is the reunion about the venue, or is it about the people? That’s something that only you can decide. But
I’m going to catch up with old friends and make new ones, regardless of where it is. The reunion could be held in a
garbage dump and I’d still go. We’ve tried SO hard to make this an “us” event that involves the input of all
classmates. We’ve gone WAY out of our way to gather opinions and votes on every aspect of this. We’ve made the
entire process as fair as can be, and completely transparent. And no matter which vote won, somebody was going to
disagree with it. We are a very diverse group of people with varying opinions and preferences. But as a group, we have
to decide to move forward together. I hope that you re-evaluate your opposition to the venue (if you are opposed) and
recognize that it’s going to be a fantastic time no matter where it is.

And whatever pre-conceived opinions you may have about the Gateway Clipper option, it’s probably either not
accurate, or not all that important in the big picture. No… it’s not “too expensive”. If we get the level of participation
that we’re expecting, it will be well within the budget range that everybody voted on. No… it won’t “make your stomach
queasy” – it’s on a relatively flat river, not out in the ocean. And no… well… just no to whatever other b.s. excuse you
have. Come on man, stuff the excuse and join us. We’d love to have you.

Too Much $$$?

One more thought regarding cost… There are about 245 days between now and the reunion. And we expect the cost
per person to not exceed $75. So that basically breaks down to 31 cents per day if you start saving now. Do you really
not have 31 cents per day that you can spare? To be fair, if you’re bringing a guest it’s actually 62 cents per day. But
COME ON!! Are we going to have to make one of those commercials that start out with “for less than a cup of
coffee…”? And since we only get together once a decade, we’re really talking about 2 cents per day if you save
throughout the entire 10 year span. Surely we’re worth 2 cents a day.

NOTE: I went to EA, please don’t criticize me if my math is wrong. :)
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EA Five-O: Wow! We really ARE surrounded by cops!

In August, I sent out an email about how awesome it is that we have 4 classmates who entered a career in law
enforcement. All 4 of those guys (Francis, Sam, Pat, Eric) are municipal police officers and we are proud to call them
friends. But I recently learned that we have another law enforcement officer (or “5-0” in 1990s speak) amongst us. I
have been trying to track down Loran Cooley for about six months and finally somebody said “Oh he’s a state
trooper”. Well… I just happen to be well connected with the PA State Police in our region, so within 10 minutes I had
him tracked down. And I was able to confirm that our friend Loran, is indeed a member of one of the finest law
enforcement organizations in the state and in the country. I’ve established communication with Loran and it looks like
he’ll likely be joining us at the reunion. I only wish that I was aware of his service when I had written that email in
August. It truly is remarkable to have so 5 classmates from such a small class, all in the same field.

Christina got married!!!

After a few scheduling set-backs, Christina Crawford (now Christina Strom) got married to Mike last Monday
(1/11/2016). It was a very small ceremony with just their parents and their kids. In fact, the only non-family member
there was me. And I was only fortunate enough to be there because I was taking photos for them. It was a beautiful
ceremony, and I was honored to have been a part of it. Christina looked as beautiful as ever. But most importantly, the
cake was delicious! Here are a couple of pics from her big day:

Wanna Know Who’s DEFINITELY Attending The Reunion (So Far)?
(And we are expecting several additional people to confirm)

Jammie Barnes

Crystal Birch

James Bongyor
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Amy McDonough (Butler)

Kelleigh Boland (Butler)

Maureen Smith (Conwell)

Heather Gibb (Cooley)

Christina Strom (Crawford)
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Tikesha Moore (Crump)

Mindy Andrews
(Devalkeneer)

Jessi Marsh (Dobos)

Dana Dowling

Jocelyn Bell (Ellenberger)
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Jeff Estadt

Rose Goodnack (George)

Chris Goyke

Laura Hall

Aaron Hatok
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Mike Hoke

Adam Homer

Derek Hunter

Rich Johnson

Dan Rullo (Jones)
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Kristen Goyke (Kuchta)

Sarah Shulkosky
(Lawrence)

Jaimee Gibbons (Loyd)

Elizabeth Mantia

Dale McCune

Andy McWhinney
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Tony Murajda

Barb Baker (Nicholson)

Bill Oliver

Joi Paulovich (Puhalla)

Dave Ray

Jim Resiter
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Andrea Murajda (Ryan)

Kristen Ryder

Kelly Santimauro

Harley Schultz

Dave Sholtes
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Jim Sokolowski

Francis Speranza

Matt Stark

Dana McDonald (Tucker)

Shaun Vozar
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Kristen Walker
(Waszkiewicz)
Thanks for reading this rather long email. The moral of the story is, we really want you there. ALL OF YOU! Now is the
time that we need confirmed commitments. It’s 9 months out. You have plenty of time to find a babysitter, etc. Just
resolve to make it happen!
And if I STILL haven’t convinced you, see what others who have pondered the same question (to go or not to go) have
said:






High School Reunion: Ten Reasons You Should Go
10 REALLY GREAT REASONS TO GO TO YOUR HIGH SCHOOL REUNION
5 Reasons To Attend Your High School Reunion
12 Most Nostalgic Reasons to Attend Your High School Reunion
31 Reasons Why You Should Go to Your High School Reunion
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